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With him was a devoted aide-de-camp, priest by
profession, soldier by instinct, one of the many clergy
in France who at the first call to arms had abandoned
the cassock in favour of the tunic. Precisely how the
pair induced all the male refugees of military age,
resident in the camp at Port Said, voluntarily to
accompany them to Cyprus, remains a riddle. No
British mind ever guessed the answer. On Cyprus they
proceeded to train their Legion. France, noting
Romieu's success at Port Said, sounded in every comer
of the globe a call for more recruits. Armenians
resident in England and the United States heard the
appeal and flocked to the standard. She had chosen
the moment well. Allenby had started his victorious
campaign in Palestine, and Syria and Armenia were
stirred by the news. The Legion Armenienne grew in
strength till its numbers amounted to nearly 4,000
rifles. That the men subsequently misconducted
themselves, and the Legion eventually was disbanded,
cannot rob Romieu of the credit of his astounding
achievement. He had succeeded in persuading Ar-
menian refugees to exchange the security and idleness
of a camp for the danger and hardship of military
service.
Encouraged by the departure to Cyprus of many of
the male refugees, the Government looked for excuse
to shuffle on to the shoulders of Great Britain the
responsibility of maintaining the remaining inmates
of the camp. An impression had grown up in the
minds of Egyptians by the winter of 1917-18 that their
country had undertaken at Port Said the charge of the
Armenians in order to extricate England from an
embarrassing position. The belief was not entirely
accurate. Great Britain had not brought the refugees
to Egypt; nor had she done more, in fact, than act
as an intermediary between that country and France.
But the conquest of Palestine now gave the Egyptian
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